OH, I NEED BANDWIDTH...
LET'S GO TO THE BANDWIDTH STATION
CHECKING

- Do I like the provider?
- Is the offer good?
- Is bandwidth available?
- Do they offer my favorite QoS brand?
YES...
CHOOSE THE QOS CLASS
LET’S MAKE THE NETWORK CONNECTION VIA STANDARDIZED INTERFACES
STANDARDIZED INTERNET SERVICES, E.G. “ROZ 91” OR “SUPER” OR DIN EN 228
ADVICE OF CHARGE WORKS PERFECTLY...

- Users always know the amount to pay
Yes, the meters calibrated by third parties.
HOW TO PAY? DIFFERENT TYPES OF MONEY TRANSFER ARE AVAILABLE
DO YOU NEED ANYTHING ELSE?
INTERNET ON DEMAND: MY SUMMARY

- Do we have easy Internet on Demand?
- Can we compare prices easily?
- Do we have standardized “Internet Access Service”?
- Do we have Advice of Charge?
- Does the provider communicate the costs always and at real-time?
- Do we have short term contracts?
- Where are the calibrated Internet meters?
- Where is Internet on Demand?